### Cronulla Public School Uniform 2014

#### Girls Primary Summer Uniform
- **Dress:** Green/Gold Check - Bottle Green Collar
- **Socks:** White
- **Shoes:** Black Leather
- **Hat:** Only available at school for purchase
- **Cap:**
- **P&C Approved - Imaged Reference attached:** A

#### Girls Primary Winter Uniform
- **Dress:** Bottle/Gold/Black Tartan
- **Blouse:** Lemon P/Pan Long Sleeve Blouse
- **Jacket/s:** Bottle Green Fleecy Zip - Embroidered Crest
- **LWR Bottle green with Yellow with Embroidered Crest
- **Tights:** Bottle Green
- **Shoes:** Black Leather
- **Hat:** Only available at school for purchase
- **Cap:**
- **P&C Approved - Imaged Reference attached:** B

#### Boys Primary Summer Uniform
- **Shirt:** S/S Green Layback with Emb Crest
- **Shorts:** Grey Short
- **Socks:** Grey Socks
- **Shoes:** Black Leather
- **Hat:** Only available at school for purchase
- **Cap:**
- **P&C Approved - Imaged Reference attached:** C

#### Boys Primary Winter Uniform
- **Shirt:** Green Long Sleeve with Emb Crest
- **Trousers:** Grey Long Trousers
- **Jacket:** Bottle Green Fleecy Zip - Embroidered Crest
- **LWR Bottle green with Yellow with Embroidered Crest
- **Socks:** White Socks
- **Shoes:** White Sport Style
- **Hat:** Only available at school for purchase
- **Cap:**
- **P&C Approved - Imaged Reference attached:** D

#### Sports Uniform
- **Shirt:** Cronulla Green/Gold Polo with Emb Crest
- **Shorts:** Bottle Green with Yellow Piping - CPS Emb bottom left
- **Skort:** Bottle green - CPS Emboidery bottom left
- **Jacket:** Bottle Green Fleecy Zip - Embroidered Crest
- **LWR Bottle green with Yellow with Embroidered Crest
- **Trackpants:** LWR Bottle green with Yellow double piping in each side
- **Socks:**
- **Shoes:**
- **Hat:** Only available at school for purchase
- **Cap:** Only available at school for purchase
- **P&C Approved - Imaged Reference attached:** E

---

**School office**

**Lowes**

**Claudine's**